CASE STUDY:

City of London
The City of London, the historic heart of the
UK’s capital city, had struggled with
integrating new architectural projects with
the area’s medieval street pattern. The narrow
streets, alleys, and hidden areas provide its
characteristic historical feel that is somewhat
unique to London. However, it creates large
urban canyons, where the tallest buildings
sometimes block out the horizon.

City of London

9,400 permanent residents

and around 450,000
people at the busiest times

The City is a centre of commerce, and one of the largest
financial hubs in the world. Because of this, a large
proportion of the daytime population does not live
within the City of London itself, and resides outside the
Square Mile at night. Its tourism attractions compound
this problem, and the City of London itself has only
9,400 permanent residents – with around 450,000
people in the City at the busiest times.
This makes accommodating and moving these people
within the medieval footprint and urban canyons
challenging. The City of London uses the term ‘conflict
area’ to describe the areas that are most difficult, and
uses street lighting as a solution to this problem.
However, it has been compounded by the age of its
lighting stock, with much of it over 30 years old and
reaching the end of its useful life.
This led to a project being planned to replace the
old units, as well as embrace new technologies to
reduce maintenance costs, energy consumption, and
to complement other programs run by the City, such
as environmental monitoring. LEDs and a Central
Management System (CMS) would also allow the City to
be able to set the scene of its historic assets, using the
tunable settings of digital lighting that are not so easily
achievable using analog lights. Adaptive visual design
was a key requirement.

The environment, with its
narrow streets, tall buildings,
and even the construction
materials of some of these
buildings, meant that
the City really struggled
to find a system that
carried the signal
where and when
it wanted.

The procurement process and trials discovered that
the environment, with its narrow streets, tall buildings,
and even the construction materials of some of
these buildings, meant that the City really struggled
to find a system that carried the signal where and
when it wanted.
The City of London partnered
with Itron and UrbanControl to
meet these requirements, and was
won over by the open standards that would allow them
to work with any third party to integrate new devices.
Examples of these include traffic and parking monitoring,
occupancy sensing, environmental monitoring, asset
management, and of course, lighting control.
Itron’s Wi-SUN Alliance offering won out, thanks
to its in-field performance and open standards
support. Some 12,000 lights are being deployed in
a two-year project that should be complete in 2020,
supported by 10 gateways, using Wi-SUN tech
self-forming and self-healing functions to add
devices to the network, as well as UrbanControl’s
software-based security offerings to comply with
the City’s stringent requirements.
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Some 12,000 lights being deployed

The City of London was won
over by the open standards that
would allow them to work with
any third party to integrate new
devices including traffic and
parking monitoring, occupancy
sensing, environmental
monitoring, asset management,
and of course, lighting control.
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